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ABSTRACT 

Extrudate morphology of mixes of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) and Ethylene-co- Methyl Acrylate polymer (EMA), having 

shifted extents of EMA from zero to hundred percent have been studied at three distinct temperatures (100°C, 120°C  and 140°C) and  

also at diverse shear rates utilizing Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) individually. The viscosities of the NBR/EMA mixes are 

diminishes consistently with increment in the shear rate recreating the pseudo plastic nature of the mixes. The impact of temperature on 

the liquefy thickness of the mixes was analysed and the shear rate–temperature superposition was produced. Pristine EMA exhibits 

improved surface finishes than its blends. Pristine NBR and NBR rich phases extrudates are rough and have the shape of a screwed 

thread. Topography of the surface relies upon the flow conduct and consequently on preparing conditions such as shear rate and 

temperature. Endeavours have been made to correlate the flow behaviour with extrudate morphology of the mixes.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Macromolecules have got materials of astounding ramifications both in modern hover similarly as among the scientists 

because of its huge of enthusiasm for creating new materials with a solitary mix of properties not saw in singular polymer 

constituent that as too without re-establishing to the monotonous techniques for integrating new polymers by ordinary 

course. Subsequently the business significance of the polymer mixes has been expanding step by step.1-8 Thus it's gotten 

important to upgrade the preparing conditions for the mixes to achieve an exact arrangement of end use properties. By and 

large, just if there should arise an occurrence of the flawless polymers, the stream conduct relies upon the stream 

calculation and handling conditions like the temperature, shear rate, season of stream, etc.9-12 Though just if there should be 

an occurrence of polymer mixes, the stream conduct turns out to be more unpredictable and it's quite affected by extra 

factors simply like the miscibility between the mix constituent, the cooperation at the interface, the morphology of the mix, 

interfacial bond, and interfacial thickness. A huge quantities of investigation articles have been distributed in the previous 

not many decades on the miscibility of polymer mixes and several licenses has been filled.13-24 The miscibility has been 

attributed to either express correspondence or substance reaction between the blend constituents causing a development in 

thickness of the mix over the speculative thickness obtained from the additivity rule. In most of the cases, this has been 

reflected in the rheological- characteristic of the blends demonstrating higher relax consistency when diverged from that 

procured by the log-additivity rule. The complex rheological direct of the polymer blends have been investigated by a 

couple of specialists. The mechanical properties, for instance, versatility, static modulus and impact nature of the blends 

show a positive deviation from that of log additivity rule. Utracki totally related the rheological properties of mixes in with 

their thermodynamic lead and structure. He suggested that; (I) the positive deviation is a brand name feature of a 

homogeneous polymer mix ( miscible polymer blends ) on account of unequivocal polymer-polymer associations, (ii) the 

negative deviation and the positive–negative deviation may be connected with the heterogeneous thought of the polymer 

blends. 
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A hetero-stage macromolecule mix may exhibit positive deviation if the interface cooperations are because of 

compatibilization, shear joining, or incomplete explicit connections. Bhattacharya et al. have shown that, the mixes of 

ethylene meth-acrylic and poly-d-imethyl siloxane are miscible all through the creation run. This miscibility has been 

allotted as because of the concoction response between the mix constituents during receptive handling prompting a join 

copolymer. Mixes of EMA and PDMS have been widely utilized in bundling businesses as a result of straightforwardness 

in processability, great optical and physicomechanical and optical properties and simple accessibility. The impact of poly-

propylene on the rheological studies of poly-styrene and SEBS mixes have been accounted for by Raha et al. Many 

analysts have examined the compatibility of various polymer mixes.25-36 A careful study depicts the absence of relationship 

between the shear stress and shear rate for EMA/NBR blends and die swells of the blends and pristine polymers at different 

temperatures. Also there is absence of data identified with the morphological studies of NBR/EMA mixes. Hence, the 

current study focused on the rheological properties and extrudate morphology of NBR/EMA mixes at different process 

parameters. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

2.1 Materials 

Acrylonitrile co- Butadiene Elastomer (Perbunan 3445F), with the accompanying particulars: ACN (acrylo nitrile) content 

33%, specific gravity 0.970 and Mooney Viscosity 045, ML (1+4) 1000 C was provided by M/s Lanxess Deutsch-land 

GmbH. Poly (Ethylene – co-Methyl Acrylate) macromolecule (Optema TC 120) possessing the methyl acrylate content 

21%, softening purpose of 810 C,  density  0.94 g/cm3 and MFI 6 g/min was acquired from M/s Exxon Chemical 

Corporation of Belgium.  

2.2 Preparation of the Mix 

The mixes of NBR and EMA possessing distinctive mix proportions were set up in a Brabender Plasticorder (bearing 

model number PLE-330) at a temperature of 120 °C at a rotor speed of 60 rotations per minute for 5 minutes. EMA was 

included first, softened for 1 minute, at that point NBR was included and liquefy blended for extra 4 minutes. In all the 

cases the absolute blending time was kept up at 5 minutes. The mix was then removed from the plasti-corder and sheeted 

out on a two-move research centre factory (150 × 300 mm) quickly at room temperature. The mixes have been designated 

as Ex (x = 0, 30… 100) here x demonstrates the weight level of EMA in the mix, for instance, E30 shows 30% EMA and 

70% NBR. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF MIXES 

3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The morphology of the extrudates gathered from Monsanto Processability Tester for different mixes at various 

temperatures and shear rates were explored by utilizing a JEOL J S M 5800 Digital Scanning Electron Microscope. All 

expelled profile were gold falter covered with gold utilizing faltering unit ( bearing model number: JEOL J F C 1600), auto 

fine coater, to make surface conductive and the examples were inspected under Scanning Electron Microscope at zero tilt 

point. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Phase Morphology Studies 

From the point of view of application and processing, the rheological results have been studied for a wider range of shear 

rates and temperature. From the melt viscosity studies, it is observed that, at 1200C, as EMA content increases the melt 
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viscosity decreases as a function of increasing shear rates. At both high and low shear rates; the shear viscosity exhibits a 

Non-Newtonian plateau.9-11 This is due to the shear thinning effect of the polymer blends and also is the distinctive feature 

of pseudo-plastic nature of these blends. The same trend is observed for all mixtures at two other temperatures (viz.100 and 

1400C). At higher shear rates the breakage of macromolecule–macromolecule interaction leads to insecurely bound 

structures and simple orientation of macromolecules along the direction of applied stress together with the slippage of 

molecules.  

This auxiliary breakdown is very much upheld by an exceptional drop in consistency as an element of expanded 

shear pressure. At essentially zero shear rates, the haphazardly arranged and trapped particles might be liable for a high 

consistency. It can likewise be seen that the consistency of NBR is higher than that of the EMA at a given handling 

temperature. In this manner it is apparent that EMA is the consistent framework and NBR is the scattered space. A 

decrease in the liquefy consistency of EMA/NBR mixes can be seen with expanding the EMA content over the whole 

shear pressure esteems. Then again, the soften thickness of NBR diminishes consistently with an expansion in shear 

pressure. This can be credited to the high intermolecular power of collaborations between the chain sections in NBR 

because of the presence of polar acrylic units and relatively lesser direction under high shear pressure. The connection 

between the shear pressure and EMA content in EMA/NBR mixes can be seen at both low and high shear rate. Pass on 

swells of the mixes and immaculate polymers at various temperatures of 100 °C, 120 °C and 140 °C with fluctuating shear 

rates (12.26, 61.3, 122.6, 306.5, 613.0, and 919.5 S-1) were watched. It is discovered that as EMA focus in the mixes 

expands kick the bucket swell abatements, this because of the decrease in the elastic substance and henceforth versatile 

nature per unit volume of the blend.9 The portability of the elastomeric chain increments with an expansion in temperature 

because of the kickoff of the entrapments, which diminishes the limit of the elastic particles to store the flexible vitality 

and subsequently diminishes the swell qualities. The expansion in the swell of the dissolve with expanded shear might be 

because of the extensive ascent in the recoverable versatile vitality of the framework. For mixes with a higher shear rate, 

the decrease in the bite the dust swell can be brought about by the corruption of the polymer particle or by the soften break 

phenomenon.2,8 The polymer dissolve thickness of the apparent multitude of macromolecular mixes and their unadulterated 

segments found to diminish with ascend in the shear rate at all the temperatures. This might be a result of shear 

diminishing impacts of the materials. A straight lessening in the polymer soften consistency of NBR, EMA and their mixes 

as an element of shear rate. The polymer soften thickness estimations of the blends lie in the middle of that of perfect parts. 

The drop in liquefy thickness as an element of expanded shear pressure might be a direct result of the higher divider 

slippage.11  

The extrudate morphology of the mixes acquired from MPT is shown in Figure 1-3. It shows that EMA rich stage 

(higher focus) controls the expanding conduct of the mix at all temperatures 100 °C, 120 °C and 140 °C on the grounds 

that EMA has some plastic qualities. Also, NBR rich stages in mix shows a lot of kick the bucket swell particularly at 140 

°C. This wonder is likewise pertinent for all shear rates from low to higher (12.26 to 919.5 S-1). Notwithstanding the 

perfect NBR and NBR rich stages expelled are harsh and have the state of a screwed string. This marvel is known as 

'bambooing'. This is because of the versatile idea of the softness of these mixes and this flexible impact thusly causes 

liquefy break. Bite the dust swell increments with expanding shear rate. During stream down the fine, the shearing will in 

general keep up atomic direction of the soften, albeit arbitrary Brownian development of chain portions and unravelling of 

chains prompts a net decrease in direction. At the point when the dissolve rises up out of the kick the bucket, the Brownian 

development causing chain randomisation (basically, chain curling or pulling back) proceeds, and as a result of the end of 

shearing activity, atomic snaking can continue, given that the polymer stays in the liquid state. This prompts a longitudinal 
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shrinkage and horizontal extension. Bite the dust swell increments with expanding NBR content however EMA is 

confining such a shrinkage and parallel development in view of it plastic nature as opposed to NBR elastic. The 

morphology of the MPT extrudate and the liquefy break marvel were additionally concentrated over various shear rates. It 

is obvious from these that the surface completions of the mixes are better at a lower shear rate than those obtained at a 

higher shear rate. The shear pressure or rate in the long run arrives at a basic worth and there is a dissolving crack. The 

extrudates of the mixes are smooth at 12.26S-1 shear rates and the frail shark skin shows up at 306.5S-1 shear rates and 

develops logically at an expanding shear rate and arrives at flexible burst at 919.5 S-1. The crack could prompt a pressure 

surpassing the dissolving quality because of the more slow unwinding time comparative with the misshapening rate. By 

and large, clean EMA shows preferable surface completions over their mixes. The crack could result on the grounds that 

the pressure surpasses the liquefy quality because of the more slow season of unwinding comparative with the distortion 

rate. By and large, flawless EMA shows a superior surface completion than that of their mixes. What's more, flawless NBR 

and NBR rich stages extrudates are unpleasant and have the state of a screwed string. In this way topography of the surface 

relies upon the stream conduct and thus on preparing conditions, for example, shear rate and temperature. 

    

(A): Neat EMA ---140°C---0.01 S-1            (B) Neat EMA ---140°C---0.05 S-1 

 

     
(C): Neat EMA ---140°C---0.10 S-1                       D) Neat EMA ---140°C---0.25 S-1 
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E): Neat EMA ---140°C---0.50 S-1                     F): Neat EMA ---140°C---0.75 S-1 

Figure 1: Extrudate Morphology of the Blends obtained from MPT 

 

    
A) 70/30(NBR/EMA) ---140°C---0.01 S-1                           B) 70/30(NBR/EMA) ---140°C---0.05 S-1 

 

    

C) 70/30(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.10 S-1                           D) 70/30(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.25 S-1 
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E): 70/30(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.50 S-1                          F): 70/30(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.75 S-1 

Figure 2: Extrudate Morphology of the Blends obtained from MPT 

 

    

A) 50/50(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.01 S-1                            B) 50/50(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.05 S-1 

 

     

C) 50/50(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.10 S-1                               D) 50/50(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.25 S-1 
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E) 50/50(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.50 S-1                           F) 50/50(NBR/EMA) --- 140°C---0.75 S-1 

Figure 3: Extrudate Morphology of the Blends obtained from MPT 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The accompanying conclusions have been drawn from the current investigation:  

 The melt viscosity diminishes for all the mixes and unadulterated parts as the function of expanding shear rate, 

agreeing with the shear thinning impact of the materials. At both low and high shear rates; the shear viscosity 

shows a Non-Newtonian behaviour. 

 A SEM photo-micrograph of extruded profile exhibits that die swell is diminishing with expanding the 

convergence of EMA in the mix.  

 Neat EMA displays a better surface finish than that of their blends. EMA rich phase controls the swelling 

behaviour of the blend at all temperatures. Neat NBR and NBR rich phases extruded are rough and have the 

shape of a screwed thread. Die-swell enhance with increasing NBR content in the mix.  

 The morphology of the MPT extrudate surface finishes of the mixes are superior at a subordinate shear rate than 

those acquired at an elevated shear rate.  

 Topography of the surface depends upon the melt flow behaviour and consequently on processing environment 

such as shear rate and temperature.  
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